OFFICIAL UNIFORM (MALE - CLASS A)

The below-specified uniform shall be worn by male Peace Officers, as listed in Section 2430.

- Regulation battle jacket with insignia (dress jacket).
- Regulation trousers, forest green with 17/32" black and gold piping. (Piping required only for Class A uniform.)
- Black leather belt, basket weave, 1-1/2" or 1-3/4" wide, with single gold metal prong-tongue buckle; buckle shall be no wider than 2" X 2" (no decorations.)
- Black clip-on tie.
- Black socks (solid color).
- Regulation uniform hat with gold insignia.
- Regulation shirt (long or short sleeve).
- Black, plain-toe shoes or boots, conservatively designed, without buckles.
- Regulation departmental badge.
- Departmental shoulder patch attached to the sleeves of regulation shirt and regulation dress jacket.
- Departmental nameplate (white letters on black plate with gold border).
- Tie bar only (gold in color).
- Identification card.
- Raincoat (when applicable).

OFFICIAL UNIFORM (FEMALE - CLASS A)

The below-specified uniform will be worn by female Peace Officers, as listed in Section 2430.

- Regulation dress female jacket with insignia. With Class A pants, may wear dress battle jacket.
• Regulation skirt or pants, forest green with 17/32" black and gold piping. (Pants only will have the piping. Piping required only for Class A uniform.)

• Black leather belt, basket weave, 1-1/2" or 1-3/4" wide, with single gold metal prong-tongue buckle; buckle shall be no wider than 2" X 2" (no decorations.)

• Black clip-on tie or cross-bow tie

• Seamless hose (flesh color) with skirt only; black socks (solid in color) with slacks.

• Regulation uniform hat with gold insignia.

• Regulation shirt (long or short sleeve).

• Black, plain-toe shoes or boots, conservatively designed, without buckles.

• Regulation departmental badge.

• Departmental shoulder patch attached to the sleeves of regulation shirt and regulation dress jacket.

• Departmental nameplate (white letters on black plate with gold border).

• Tie bar only (gold in color).

• Identification card.

• Raincoat (when applicable).

SPECIFICATIONS - REGULATION TROUSERS (MALE)

Cloth Label Guarantee: Each regulation trouser must bear the following label guaranteeing genuineness of the material used: "We guarantee this cloth to be genuine 100 % Texturized Polyester/ Dacron Elastique, CDC/CYA approved."

Material: Color, forest green, 100 % Texturized Polyester/Dacron Elastique blend.

Pockets: The trousers shall be made using a modified uniform pattern, having a plain front with straight side pockets and two back pockets. The front pockets shall have a minimum opening
of 6" and shall be 5-1/2" by 6" deep from the bottom of the opening. They shall be stitched, turned and restitched. The back pockets shall have a minimum of 5-1/2" and shall be 6" deep. They shall be made with a Reese PW automatic machine and shall be finished on the outside with an exposed top and bottom cord. The left hip pocket shall be bottom-through. The front pockets shall have straight bar tacks and each back pocket shall be bar tacked with a triangular bar tacking machine.

**Waistband:** The waistband shall be a minimum of 2" wide and shall be closed with a crush-proof hook and eye, the eye being bar tacked for stability. The waistband curtain shall have Snugtex and be 65 % Polyester/35 % Cotton with Durable Press finish, and shall match the color of the pocketing. The waistband curtain twill shall have a minimum thread count of 66 x 56, and there shall be 2.90 yards per pound. It shall be attached with a rocap machine. Waistband stiffener, 3/4" wide, shall be sewn into the waistband on the front of the trouser from side seam to side seam. This is to prevent waistband rollover. The trousers are to have a continuous, closed waistband.

**Pocketing:** All pocketing shall be 65 % Polyester/35 % Cotton with PRES-TU-LAST finish. The front pockets should be constructed from one piece of material with a woven reinforced area, starting at the bottom and extending up approximately 3-1/2". From the bottom up, it shall be woven 72 x 60. Since this reinforced area assures durable wear, no other type of pocketing will be acceptable. All pocketing shall be black in color.

**Fly:** The right fly lining and crotch lining shall be of the same fabric and color as the waistband curtain. The right fly lining shall be sewn to the left fly below the zipper. The inside left and right flies shall be fused with an interlining for stability. A separate French fly made of the outer fabric shall be sewn to the inside right fly. The crotch lining shall be serged to each front.

**Belt Loops:** There shall be five belt loops on waist sizes 28, 29 and 30 inches, and a minimum of seven on all sizes over 30, 2-1/2" wide at the top and tapering to 1-1/2" at the bottom. Except for the back loop, which shall be tacked on, all loops shall be sewn into the bottom of the waistband and into the rocap.

**Zipper:** The trousers shall be closed with a Talon zipper with a memory-lock slider. The zipper tape must have been treated for Durable Press finishing. There shall be a brass bottom stop at the base of the zipper chain. A straight bar tack shall be sewn through from the outside of the garment to the inside at the bottom of the fly.
It shall be sewn through the zipper tape, the right and left fly, and the right fly lining. The right and left fly shall be joined by an additional bar tack located below the bottom zipper stop on the inside of the trouser. This bar tack will reduce stress on the left fly and zipper.

**Seaming:** The entire trouser is to be seamed with polyester core thread and the seat seam shall be stitched with a tandem-needle, seat-seaming machine.

**Finishing and Pressing:** The trousers shall be made in a first-class workmanship manner, with all loose threads removed. The trousers must be pressed completely and properly. Side seams, inseam and seat seam are to be pressed open. There must be a Texpak clip attached.

**Size Tags:** The trousers must have a sewn-in label, giving care instructions, and shall be marked with a lot number, fiber content, size and WPL number.

**Pant Side Piping:** 17/32" gold on black background. Stripe shall extend from the bottom of the waistband and shall extend the length of the pant leg. (Class A uniform only.)

Optional Work Trousers (Camp employees, K-9 Handlers, and staff assigned to ward work crews doing grounds maintenance):

**Pants:** Forest-green colored jeans.

- **LEE RIDER,** #200-153.
- **LEVI'S SADDLEMAN,** 3517-1838.
- **J. C. PENNEY** (1) Full Cut, #545-1141 Retail or #545-1398 Catalog, or (2) Slim Cut, #545-1052 Retail or #545-4574 Catalog. Full availability at all stores or by ordering from catalog.
  **NOTE:** Color should be checked, as recent deliveries have been received in Kelly green, which is not an acceptable color for work pants.
- **DICKIES,** #545-4898, carried by J. C. Penney - available only at retail outlets.
- **OSH KOSH BOOT JEAN,** #461-0532.
- **HERCULES,** #1500-8.
- **WORKRITE PANTS,** #4515N.
• HORACE SMALL, #10578.

SPECIFICATIONS - LONG/SHORT-SLEEVE SHIRT (MALE)

Material: Silver tan tropical, 55 % Dacron/45 % Rayon, 2 x 2 ply.

Body: Extra form-fitting, attached cross-stitched shoulder straps with matching button and buttonhole; placket front; normal shirt-tail for inside wear only. Badge tab to be of matching material with metal eyelet's and centered one inch above left pocket.

Sleeves: Long sleeves, with one button on sleeve facing and two-button cuff.

Pockets: Plain with scalloped flaps; pencil slot in left pocket; matching button and buttonholes on pockets.

Collar: Medium spread; satin yoke and band lining; permanent collar stays attached to collar.

Reference: Flying Cross #40W6504, Silver tan, long sleeve or equivalent. Flying Cross #90R6504, short sleeve or equivalent. (Camp only: Flying Cross #68R6604 or 53R6604, or equivalent.)

SPECIFICATIONS - BLAZER-STYLE DRESS JACKET (FEMALE)

Material: Forest green, 100 % Dacron/Polyester Elastique.


Shoulder Straps: Jacket to be furnished with pointed shoulder straps 2" wide at the sleeve head and one and 1 1/2" wide at the collar and long enough to extend to be tacked down under the collar. To have buttonhole running perpendicular to the collar, centered in the open end of the flap and correspondingly placed gold Eureka 24-ligne button, placed so that the button comes flush up to the edge of the collar.

Stitching: All sewing is to be done with Polyester core thread.

Arm Shields: To be piped and made of same material as the jacket.
Construction: Jacket shall be tailored with good quality, matching lining with coat fronts, employing standard practices used in coat construction.

Departmental service or hash marks, gold on a black background, placed on left sleeve 1/2" from arm braid piping.

Badge tabs must be of same material with eyelet's and centered 1" above left pocket.

For shape retention, the collar and front facing shall be interlined with heavy "armo," "hypo" or Pellon-type fabric. The back is to be four pieces with a center back vent opening. The front is to be four pieces to assure proper bust fit. The bottom of the jacket shall be finished with a 3" turn-under sewn to the lining, so that no outside stitches will show. Turn-under shall be reinforced with adhesive-type Pellon. Jacket shall be fully lined with matching color 70/70 Denier Nylon Taffeta, 104 x 68 thread count.

Sleeves: Regular coat style, set in with single needle, having a minimum 2" hem for alteration. The bottom of the sleeve shall be lined with wigan.

Pockets: Two 1" welt with flap, and gold Eureka button approximately 4-1/2" in length, matching inside fabric and lining. Placed on bottom of fronts just below waistline. Two inside pockets, chest level.

Collar: The collar shall be lined, top and bottom collar to be self-fabric.

Buttons: Four 24-ligne standard metal Eureka shank buttons.

SPECIFICATIONS - LONG/SHORT-SLEEVE SHIRT (FEMALE)

Material: Silver tan tropical, shade #193 or equivalent, 55 % Dacron Polyester and 45 % Rayon, 2 x 2 ply.

Style: Extra form fitting; attached cross-stitched shoulder epaulet with matching buttonhole and button (20-ligne); placket front or regular opening, buttoning from right to left; normal hemmed shirrtails for inside wear only. Badge tabs must be of matching material with metal eyelet's, and centered one inch above left pocket.

Sleeves: Long sleeves with 3" placket opening (self-fabric bound) and button cuff, square (right-angle) corners.
Pockets: Two flat-patch pockets, 4 x 6", rounded corners on bottom. The top to be turned back double to provide a double thickness for the flap button. Two pocket flaps (scalloped); pencil slot on left pocket; matching button on top center of pocket patch, matching buttonhole on center of scalloped flap.

Collar: Two-piece collar, medium spread, interlined, single-row stitching (1/4" from the edge).

(Reference: Flying Cross #40W6504, silver tan, long sleeve or equivalent. Flying Cross #90R6504, short sleeve or equivalent. Camp only: Flying Cross #68R6604 or #53R6604, or equivalent.)

Short-Sleeve Shirt

Material: Silver tan tropical, shade #193 or equivalent, 55 % Dacron Polyester, 45 % Avril Rayon, 2 x 2 ply.

Style: Extra form fitting, attached cross-stitched shoulder epaulets, with matching buttonhole and button (20-ligne); placket front or regular opening, buttoning from right to left; normal hemmed shirttails for inside wear only. Badge tabs must be of matching material with eyelet's and centered 1" above left pocket.

Sleeves: Short, with stitched false cuff.

Pockets: Two flat-patch pockets, rounded corners on bottom. The top to be turned back double to provide a double thickness for the flap button. Two pocket flaps (scalloped); pencil slot on left pocket; matching button on top center of pocket patch, matching buttonhole on center of scalloped flap.

Collar: Two-piece collar, medium spread, interlined, single-row stitching (1/4" from the edge).

SPECIFICATIONS - REGULATION SKIRT (FEMALE)

"A-Line" Skirt:

- Material: Forest green, 100 % Polyester/Dacron Elastique blend.
- Body: Modified A-line, two-gore front, two-gore back, 2/3 lined; smooth waist-to-hip fit (no darts), left side-seam zipper opening, 5-3/4" self-material belt loops; 1-5/8" finished width self-fabric waistband, hook and eye or button and buttonhole belt-band closure (optional); inside tape-hanger loops.
• **Pockets**: Vertical openings on pockets at left and right seams; one watch pocket on right side of waistline, matching lining. (The employee may decide to omit the pockets if she wishes.)

• **Hem**: A 2" hem turn under, edge pinked or taped (optional).

• **Zipper**: A 1/8" metal side zipper (automatic lock).

• **Length**: To be worn no more than 2" above knees.

**SPECIFICATIONS - REGULATION SLACKS (FEMALE)**

Material: Forest green, 100% Polyester/Dacron Elastique blend. Pant will have a 17/32" piping on the outside of pant legs. Piping will be gold on black background. It will extend from the bottom of waistband to the hem of leg. (Class A uniform only.)

Body: Modified flare legs, darted, smooth waist-to-hip fit, front zipper opening; lining reinforced crotch.

**Pockets**: Vertical openings on pockets at left and right side seams. (The employee may decide to omit the pockets if she wishes.)

**Waistband**: Self-fabric, 1-5/8" finish width; hook and eye or button and buttonhole closure.

**Zipper**: An 8" zipper, automatic lock.


Optional Work Slacks (Camp only).

**Pants**: Forest-green colored jeans.

• **LEE RIDER**, #200-153.

• **LEVI'S SADDLEMAN**, #3517-1838.

• **J. C. PENNEY** (1) Full Cut, #545-1141 Retail or #545-1398 Catalog, or (2) Slim Cut #545-1052 Retail or #545-4574 Catalog - Full availability at all stores or by ordering from catalog.

**NOTE**: Color should be checked, as recent deliveries have been received in Kelly green, which is not an acceptable color for work pants.
• DICKIES, #545-4798 carried by J. C. Penney - Available only at retail outlets.

• OSH KOSH BOOT JEAN, #461-0532.

• HERCULES, #1500-8.

• WORKRITE PANTS, #4515N.

• HORACE SMALL, #10578.

SPECIFICATIONS - UNIFORM HAT, CLASS A CORRECTIONAL STYLE (MALE/FEMALE)

Identification labels: Hat to have an identification label to read "California Department of Corrections/Youth Authority Approved."

Material: Genuine 100 % fur/felt, 5X quality.


Color: California Department of Corrections/Youth Authority willow green.

A gold rope (Reference: Fechheimer Uniforms 1981A) shall be worn on the fur/felt hat brim, with the knot forward.

Packaging: Each hat is to be packed in a polybag, then in an individual 200-pound test carton showing style, quality, color and size.

Alteration: There will be no alteration of the hat. This is to include alteration of the brim by rolling, folding or otherwise changing the hat's appearance.

References: Alboum Hat Company, 5X Fur Felt, Corrections-Style Hat, CDC/CYA willow green.
SPECIFICATIONS - UNIFORM HAT, CLASS A ROUND, MILITARY-STYLE DRESS CAP WITH VISOR (MALE/ FEMALE)

In-band to be a 2", two-ply herringbone composition frame, covered with lining.

Sweat band shall be all leather, 1-7/8", felled with six stitches to an inch.

Chin strap material shall be gilt metal. Style to be 1/2" wide and 11" long overall; expansion snake-type style. Eyelet's to be placed at each end to accept a 22 -1/2" ligne Eureka button.

Stay shall be 2-ply genuine hair cloth, reinforced with a 1" wide steel wire covered with gold satin lining sewn on frame; measuring 3" in width at the top, tapering down to 2-1/2" at the bottom, mounted with the top 2" above the frame.

Grommet shall be foam rubber (United States Patent No. 2536135) or other material equal in ability to maintain the shape of the cap.

Visor shall be at a 45-degree angle, with black patent leather top and green suede, or dark green or black hard leather bottom finish to be sewn onto frame. Length of visor to be 2".

Eyelet to be placed in center front of cap above visor, to accept departmental shield.

Cap shall have one 22-1/2 ligne gilt Eureka button, screw-post type, placed on each side, to accept chin strap.

Lining shall be gold Rayon satin, completely covered with plastic sweat protector.

Crown cover, removable type, to measure 10-3/4" in diameter, with front measuring 4" to the piping. Sides to be 2-1/4", with back measuring 2". These dimensions are for a size 7-1/8" cap. Circumference may vary 1/4" in proportion to head size.

Piping cloth shall be same material as cover, sewn in between crown and quarters.

Braid material shall be black, 1-1/2" Mohair cap braid. Style shall be one piece, of such size as to fit around outside of finished frame and be removable.
SPECIFICATIONS - BATTLE JACKET (MALE/FEMALE)

**Label:** Jacket to have a care label permanently affixed and also have size label showing fiber content and WPL number.

**Fabric:** Milliken Mills #4936-3064; color: Forest green; content: 100% Polyester; weight: 13-1/3 ounces; weave: Elastique or equivalent.

**Basic Style:** Waist-length jacket with a zipper to the bottom of the lapel. To have peak lapels and a bi-swing back. A cloth belt is to be stitched down in the back. Side adjustment straps, shoulder straps, two breast patch pockets with flaps, side body, one inside pocket, nylon-lined body and sleeve and inner vitals, including shoulder pads. One badge tag and no waistband.

**Details:** Two box-pleated breast pockets with flaps and Velcro at the edges of the flaps. Flaps to button with gilt Eureka buttons. One inside pocket on the right side. Bi-swing two-piece back (bi-swing connected to Lastex). Sweat shields of the same material as jacket. Turn up at bottom approximately 2-1/4".

**Miscellaneous:** After jacket has been completely sewn and ready for pressing, it shall be pressed on both utility press and shaping press. All loose threads must be removed. All proper size tags, content labels and care instructions shall be properly affixed to the garment.

**Sleeve Piping:** Rices #2914-107, or equivalent, placed on each sleeve from seam to seam, 3" above cuff.

**References:** Fechheimer Bros. #32165 Correctional Dress Jacket, Horace Small #3323 or equivalent.

SPECIFICATIONS - UNDERGARMENTS (MALE/FEMALE)

In accordance with Section 2405, the following additions to the uniform general appearance have been adopted:

- Crew-neck undershirts shall be worn by both men and women at all times when in a Class A, Class B, Class C, or Class D uniform. Undershirts shall be solid white in color and absent any design or print. No fishnet or other ventilated styles are permitted. When in a Class B uniform without a tie, the topmost collar button at the neck will be unbuttoned. The remainder of the buttons on the shirt will be buttoned. (Camps exempt.)
• Socks, for both men and women, must be solid black in color. No designs are permitted.

- Undergarments (Female)

(1) Brassieres must be worn by all female uniformed staff. Such brassiere must provide adequate support.

(2) Hose must be seamless only, design free, and worn when the uniform skirt is worn. The hose color must be a tone approximating the skin tone of the wearer.

SPECIFICATIONS - CADET UNIFORM

All cadets attending the Basic Academy will be required to wear Youth Authority Training Center approved uniforms. These uniforms will be rented, at the employees' expense, through the Youth Authority Training Center laundry services.